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About This Game

About the game.

The Mall Empire allows you to build and manage the operations of a modern mall. You must plan where to place facilities in the
tower that include restaurants, shops, rest areas, retail stores and elevators.

The game begins with a one-star mall with limited building options. To increase the mall’s star rating, you must attract more
buyers by providing more buying shops. New facilities are made available while the tower progresses from a one-star rating to a

five-star rating.

The game based on Unity 3D, so will be publish not only Win version, but MAC & Linux too.

Game features.

More than 50 stores.

More than 20 store combinations.

More than 20 character types with personal needs and wealth level.

Advertise and invest options.
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Financial and other reports.

Loans.

Clouds <3.

Who we are.

We are the small indie team. Initially husband (developer) and wife (artist). We are love to do what we do and decide to increase
our vision over the games. This is our first game, so don’t hesitate to contact to us if you want to share anything useful.

Also if you are want to help us with translation on other language’s or if you want to participate in our test program or you have
some ideas about stores and want to implement it in our game, then feel free to contact us.

Credits:

Music is made with help of Walras https://soundcloud.com/walras
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Title: Mall Empire
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Games++
Publisher:
Games++
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017
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10\/10 Nep is delish.. Old school game.
Is sad becaus the Ascaron abandoned this game. :(
. Awesome.
Love the new mechanics.. and the alternate history is awesome aswel.

well done.. this game seems ready for mystery and unsettling spoiler it's not killed 4 hours on this and it was okay buy this if you
need some mindless unsettling weirdness otherwise pass I wish I passed. THIS IS SO GOOD... But Can You Please Do
Advanced Mutiplayer With Other Cameras And Audio Listeners And Other Stuff..

I STILL DEFFENTLY RECOMEND IT Also I'm Not A Beginner So If Your NOT New To Coding Or Unity Go To C2 If You
Are Go To C1. AL\uff65FINE is a good game, But some small modifications would have greatly changed the aspect of the
game.
I suggest to wait for a sold -30% \/ -50% for have the real price of this game

Positives :
- You need some strategy for get points and upgrade your shop.
- The story is good.
- Good Waifus (\uff89^\u2207^)\uff89\uff9f

Negatives:
- No Endless Mode, you have 100 days and the game finish after that.
The "bad" ending is better of the "good" ending.
Good ending : Well, It was fun, Farewell!
Bad ending : Let's go to a trip together ! (Damn, I want to have a trip with Hina too !)
- Dungeon Expedition too booooring
- No Full screen
- No Gamepad Support
- You can't skip the Events (It is very annoying during a replay)
- Many Texture Bugs, I restart the game after about 0h30 to 1h00 of gameplay (They will probably fix it soon)
- No romance... I wanted to have some dates with Hina :'(. i couldnt go 5 minutes without discovering a game breaking glitch.
This is one of Tyler Warren's Battler DLC that I'd thought of checking out because it is unique to his other DLCs. Anyways, the
redesigns are quite nice, however some of them are okay. Not only that, it also includes some custom content in it as well. I
should also mention that the Battlers have alternate sizes too (such as small, medium, and large.) Is it worth it? Sure. Overall, it's
a nice pack of Battlers.
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Probably one of the worst "puzzle" game I have played in a long time.. Hey! Hey! don't say no if you don't touch it.... Clever
little puzzle game.

I haven't had a lot of time to play this game yet, but even the first world has some very interesting and unique puzzles. I can't
imagine how things get when more complex mechanics are introduced. I really enjoyed the music, though I feel like the loop
might be a little short for the amount of sitting and thinking you might be doing overall :)

The bleeps and bloops of the hexes fits great with the abstract style of the game. For the price and the amount of time I'll be
putting into this game, I think it's a great deal if you like brain benders!. Unique, original, highly and well stylized, and fun.
Feels like art and tells a story without interrupting its rampant kinetic gameplay to present needless exposition. It's highly
competent and isn't pretentious at all, and it evokes emotion without taking itself too seriously. As you work through the
campaign, it keeps hiking the challenge without becoming frustrating.

I don't really have anything bad to say about this game. It was a real pleasure to play. I got a couple hours out of it, and those
hours were worth the price of admission.. Game is cute and has moments that are fun. However it is extremely repetitive and
gets old very fast.. Another great Leisure Suit Larry game in the same vein as the first two. If you enjoyed them and want more,
this game offers much of the same, which isn't a bad thing if you enjoy old school Sierra games. The story was enjoyable, there
was an interesting twist, the humor was laugh out loud funny (at times) and it was all around a good experience. There is one
catch, though; if you decide to give this one a shot, I recommend looking up the official manual online as it is required in
several parts of the game.. Well the game looked like a good management game about the survival of a little girl, but the truth is
that the game is just a clicker and in the most boring way =(
Sad. Oh, where to start with 'Still Not Dead'?

I love this game. I really do. So much in fact that I've had 3 consecutive lucid dreams about it in the weeks since I started
playing it. It's straight up haunting me to where I'm seeing and feeling myself playing it in my sleep. I play 100s of games and
this is the first one I've seen vividly in my dreams. Make of that what you will! Anyway...first, lets go over some of what makes
this game unique, fun and worth purchasing.

1.) Non-stop & fast-paced action, the likes of which can be found in any retro 90's FPS, but with a twist! You stop moving,
you're dead in most cases. Each stage is about 2 minutes long so you only have that much time to meet your kill quota to unlock
an Exit and get there before Death itself shows up and destroys everything in its way to get to you if you have not made it out of
the stage yet.

2.) Strategizing is a main component of this game. It's not optional unless you want to play poorly.

3.) Lots of challenge. And as you progress, you continue to unlock even more ways to make the game harder! Which are also
not optional if you want to keep advancing through each run. -devilish grin-

4.) The unique Blessing/Curse mechanic. The game is centered around "runs" (1 run = 6 stages each) and upon completing each
stage in a run, the game will alternate between prompting you to choose between a "Blessing" and a "Curse". Blessings are like
buffs to some of your existing abilities or they are ways to help you make the game work more in your favor. Curses are the
opposite. The Curses can really turn the tide of your run depending on which random Curses you're prompted with since some
suck waaayyyy more than others. The game also gives you an option to re-roll your Blessings/Curses at the expense of 5 HP
taken from your health or if you allow the game to choose for you, you can earn some free in-game gold to spend on weapons,
ammo and other pick-ups. In one run, you will have to amass 3 Blessings and 3 Curses to aid and ail you throughout.

5.) Cool pixel art and design within simple levels. The aesthetic could be summed up by saying it looks like DOOM and
Minecraft had a baby.

6.) The game is designed in a way that incentivizes you to seek out and collect stronger weapons/pick-ups in order to have a
more robust gold inventory for in-game purchases. Stronger weapons eliminate larger enemies (who tend to leave behind stacks
of gold) and destroy buildings faster, which gives you a lot more access to gold during the short time span you have for each
stage. You can play the game Pistol-Only if you wish (I do it a lot), but you will be collecting only a fraction of the gold and
resources in each level that you would be collecting if you were using stronger weapons. This design choice allows players to
play in a way that gets them the most out of the game.
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7.) The soundtrack is fun!! I personally dig it. I'd classify it as "whimsical EDM" and it definitely does its job of keeping you
pumped up during each run.

8.) This is a game you can get lost in while the hours fly by because you're having a lot of fun and each time you die, you are
just itching to start the run over again to learn from your mistakes and re-strategize for a possibly better outcome next time.

And now...for the (1) glaring CON:

- This game is pretty buggy, even for an Early Access game. I've put about 14 hours into this game so far and from the get go I
started grinding my total kills to unlock the kill-centric achievements 'Baby's First Killing Spree' - 500, 'Blood Soaked' - 3,000
and 'Rip and Tear' - 10,000. I recently hit over 10,000 total kills and neither Blood Soaked or Rip and Tear unlocked for me.
Upon browsing the Discussion board for bug reports, I found out that currently the only way to fix this achievement bug is to
wipe your data and start over, then supposedly the achievements would unlock correctly. This is a massive bummer and a pretty
big bug for players who care about achievements and their data. As a working adult, I don't have the time to grind in games like
I used to so to have to grind over 10,000 kills again just for these achievements is not worth it especially when my previous time
and effort went straight out the window.

- Another notable bug is the finickiness of picking up items/ammo in game, the button inputs are hardly responsive at all in most
cases. You get chased throughout this game and need to be able to reliably run and scoop up resources with a single button press
in one swift move. I've died so many times due to this bug which forces me to stop running to frantically button mash until the
game registers my input - all while being smacked around by monsters.

- There are also smaller but still noticeable bugs regarding the Blessings/Curses and sometimes Exits can spawn in confusing
places in the levels that seem impossible to find or reach just by looking at the mini-map.

^ This all may not seem like much but for the small scope of the game, these bugs significantly impact gameplay when they
occur. BUT if you are willing to overlook the bugginess, Still Not Dead is a fresh and very fun take on the roguelite FPS with
just the right amount of challenge to keep you coming back for more. And bugs can always be fixed. c;

Another great Indie game for the books!. Black Ink ultilizes the GPU very well so that painting is input-lag-free even on ultra
large canvases.
Another pro is pressure sensitivity when drawing with a pen and tablet (Wacom Bamboo Fun in my case).. I enjoyed Party
Hard, but this game is not pulling me in. It's dull, the music blows, the interactions make no sense and the tycoon part of it is a
good concept but just poorly executed.
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